
 
Emergent Literacy in Pre-K     

“At Home Activities” 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

What can I do at home to support my child’s 
literacy skills? 
 

*Have fun with name play. Encourage your child to: 

• Stomp the parts of his or her name.    (Example: 
Stomp out Connor’s name: stomps “CON-NOR”) 

• Skywrite! Have your child point his/her finger to 
the sky and air trace letters in his or her name. 

• Have your child count the letters in his/her 
name. 

 

*Read to your child every day. 
 

When reading, ask a variety of open ended questions: 

• “What do you think will happen next?” 
(predicting) 

• “How do you think he/she is feeling?” (building 
empathy) 

• “Tell me about a time when we went to the 
park.” (making real world connections) 

 

*Writing with your child at home: 

• Create shopping lists. Have your child draw 
pictures of items you will need. If your child 
shows interest in writing letters, “share the 
pen” as you write the words. 

 

*Make reading and writing meaningful! 
 

• Create a book with your child: Gather photos 
from a shared experience. Have your child 
narrate what they observe as you write down 
their words. 

• When your child draws a picture, ask him/her to 
tell you about it. 

 

*Empower your child to be a storyteller by exploring 
wordless picture books! 

     

• Look at the images on the pages together and 
take turns talking about what you see. 

Here are some recommended titles: 
 

Chalk by Bill Thompson 

A Ball for Daisy by Chris Raschka 

Have You Seen My Duckling? by Nancy Tafuri 
Journey by Aaron Becker 

 

*Introduce classic (emergent) storybooks to build an 
understanding of story elements (characters, sequencing, 
feelings, problem and solution). 
 
Here are some recommended titles: 
 

Caps For Sale by Esphyr Slobodkina 

Chicka Chicka Boom Boom by Bill Martin 

Harry the Dirty Dog by Gene Zion 

The Carrot Seed by Ruth Krauss 

The Gingerbread Boy by Paul Galdone 

The Little Red Hen by Byron Barton 

The Three Billy Goats Gruff by Paul Galdone 

 

                      



  Try These Activities At Home: 
 
Alphabet Chart: 

 

 
Literacy Activities:  

• Go on the Letter Scavenger Hunt around the 
house. Look for the items/words that begin 
with the first letter of the child’s name, first 
letter of the other family members.  

• Play Letter Memory games. Create a double set 
of cards with Upper Case letters. Start with 5 
letters at a time. Try the same game with 
Lower Case letters. 

•  Play Bingo with letters.   
• Storytelling around the table -Retell a favorite 

familiar story or make up a new story with 
your child. Tell a small part and let the next 
person continue. Take turns imagining what 
comes next in a story. Go around the table and 
continue adding by saying, “and then…” You 
and your child can pass the story back and 
forth until it comes to an end. Vary this activity 
by deciding on the characters and the setting 
prior to telling the story. 

• Story dictations -Staple or tape together a few 
blank pages and write down the child’s story to 
be read aloud to him and other family 
members. The child can illustrate the pages 
and label the pictures. 

• Journal Writing - Keep a Journal. Talk with your 
child about the activities they did each day.  

 
 

At the end of the day take a few minutes to reflect 
using open-ended questions such as, “What did you 
like best? Children can draw / write about the things 
they are doing. They can label the pictures! 

• Sing and Rhyme. Sing songs and play rhyming 
word games with your child. Sing the first line 
or say the first line of the poem and then 
pause. Invite your child to sing the next line. 
Continue with this back and forth pattern 
throughout the entire rhyme or song. 

• Telling Stories. Share a story with your child 
about something from their past. Among other 
things, this could be a story about the first time 
your child did something new, a funny story 
about an experience or a time when that was 
special or memorable. 
 

Read Aloud: Read and re-read your child’s favorite 
books in any language your family speaks. If you do 
not have any books, you can create books together by 
writing down the words to stories you created 
together and working together to add illustrations. 
Some suggestions when reading aloud:  
Think of 1-2 words that are important to 
understanding the text. Consider introducing these 
words prior to the Read Aloud, show the picture and 
discuss the meaning of the words. Describe when you 
might use these words.  
-Look at the cover of the book and make a prediction. 
Let’s think about what the story will be about? Who 
might be in the story? What might happen? 
 -Highlight new words, “That’s a new word. I wonder 
what it might mean?” 
 -Continue to make predictions as you read and view 
the illustrations.  
-Make a connection to the child’s life, “This reminds 
me of the time when …”  
-Compare and contrast characters, beginnings, 
endings, and setting, “How is this similar to ….”, “How 
is different from…?”  
-Ask about the parts, characters the child liked or 
disliked and why. 
 
Make reading exciting and interactive. Change voices 
to sound like different characters, use gesturing. Have 
the child repeat with you a recurring phrase, or say the 
words of a character. Encourage the child to sound like 
the character too. Use props or hand motions to act 
out a part of the story like kneading the dough or 
sipping tea. 

 



 
 



 


